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About This Game

EMERGENCY Classics brings back EMERGENCY 2, the last fully 2D EMERGENCY title from 2002. Now finally playable on
modern systems again! EMERGENCY 2 features many of the most iconic missions in the history of the franchise and improved on

the formula of the first game. In many ways the success of the series was down to the innovations and gameplay brought to the
table by EMERGENCY 2

As the commander of the emergency services, you must control your team of rescue staff and vehicles, including police, K-9
unit, fire and ambulance services. Infiltrate traffic pile-ups, contain nuclear power plant meltdowns, rush victims to safety and

even extinguish raging forest fires amongst other life threatening situations. Let police psychologists negotiate with extortionists
and let sharpshooters do their job…

 Real-time strategy in isometric landscape

 Combined night and weather effects

 25 pulse-pounding and ultra-realistic scenarios from Simple Accidents to Catastrophes

 More than 20 different fire units with firefighting planes and NBC-Units
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 More than 10 different rescue units with helicopters and search and K-9 units

 More than 10 different police units with special forces and psychologists

 25 videos on the missions

 Dynamic change in time of day for maximum realism

 Fully accessible buildings
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Title: EMERGENCY 2
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Sixteen Tons Entertainment
Publisher:
Sixteen Tons Entertainment
Franchise:
EMERGENCY
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2002
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English,French,German,Dutch,Italian,Hungarian,Russian
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One of the most boring clicker games... basically, after the first few upgrades, you never need to click again, as idle mode
(online) will be much faster than you can ever click. Worst, there is no tutorial, no welcome or anything, nothing is explained,
and nothing changes from start to finish of the game.
There are some nice unlockable music pieces, and some hidden codes, but thats all and does not save the main game, which is
aboslutely boring (and there is no offline mode either). 2\/10. Avoid!. Maaaan you really had me in a roguelike mood but the
bugs and the grinding chipped away at my patience. Here you beat a boss, now do 10-15 more runs before you can even see the
door to the next one. No thanks.

Points for making an enemy out of that balancing plastic eagle I had as a kid.. I highly recommend stealing this fantastic game
while on sale for under five bucks. Grid Legion has a great tutorial system and the developer put up helpful guides already. It
has custom deck construction, eventual Steam matchmaking, and nine different domains of cards to pick. While I do purchase
Early Access titles, I have never reviewed them before this one. I am looking forward to its development.. Its great but feels less
polished thna overcooked at times. As someone who loves local coop games it doesnt take much time to finish these games.
Real fun is trying to get 3 stars in all maps but int his game i cant tell how to get 3 stars since there isnt a score bsaed system.

When im stuck at 2 stars.. am i suppose to finish with more health? Am i suppose to finish faster? Doesnt chane anytihng if we
die during the play?. I bought this game about a year ago on my Macbook air and FINALLY beat the whole thing. Very
challenging, but very very fun. However, I sold the Macbook air and bought a Pro, now it won't even launch the game. It just
says it's constantly running, and it makes me sad because I really want to play it again!. I was only 9 years old
I loved Donald Trump
I had all the merchandise
Every night I’d pray to Trump for deporting illegal immigrants
My dad would hear me and call me a racist
I knew he was just jealous of my devotion to Donald Trump
I called him a♥♥♥♥♥♥br>He slaps me and send me to bed
I’m crying now and my face hurts
I feel a warmth approach me
It was Donald Trump
I’m so happy
He whispers in my ear “we need to build a wall”
Then he gets me out of bed and reaches in his pocket
I’m ready
I open my wallet for Donald
He gives me a small loan of a million dollars
It hurts so much, but I do it for Donald
I feel my wallet tearing as he puts the money in
He roars a mighty roar as he puts the money in
My dad walks in and says “what the ♥♥♥♥”
Donald Trump looks at him and says “you’re fired”
Trump leaves through the window
Trump is love, Trump is life. Without controller or keyboard support this 'projectile dodging' game is simply not worth playing.
The speed at which you're allowed move your cursor is so limited that you'll find yourself dragging the mouse all over your
desk, lifting and slamming it down repeatedly. The game touts this as a feature, proudly stating: "You can't move any faster.
Plan ahead." It might be relaxing or even fun if it offered a different control scheme. As it stands just about all you can hope to
get out of this title is carpel tunnel syndrome.
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Rating: 1/5. When this game popped up on my store page I thought it was something like the top-down racers from the
C64/Commodore Amiga era.

Turns out it's more of a sim than an arcade racer.

This is not a bad thing though, it just means that it won't be a 'quick bash with your mates' kind of game like Rally Speedway or
Micro Machines, but it takes a bit more planning.
It also means you will have to learn what upgrades/tuning are required to keep winning.

All in all it looks like a great game to spend a lot of time on this winter.

Oh, and the developers are listening to the players, and want this game to be the most fun possible for everyone.

If you like top-down racers with a bit of depth, this is a no-brainer. GET IT! :-)
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I feel like this game is best imagined as a retro Doom game with movement and slow-mo like you're in the matrix.

Pros:
-Any combination of dual-wielding
-Endless mode (Survival)
-Enjoyable gameplay

Cons:
-The occasional bullet going through walls
-Being teleported under map
-Small amount of missions that are fairly short

Suggestions to Devs:
-Be able to reload one weapon at a time instead of both, which can leave you unarmed for a couple seconds
-Add more missions
-Open to workshop support (PLEASE)
-Add a molotov cocktail
-Be able to grab bodies

Remember, this game is in Early access, and has a ton of potential, so I still think this game is a worthwhile shoot-em-up game
to have in your library!. A relatively short story, but I found it satisfying. The characters were decently developed, and the story
was fast paced. I only noticed a couple of grammatical errors. Overall, I'd give this a 7\/10, and I'd suggest giving it a read..
GAME DONT PLAY IT. This game rules. Such great storytelling, so immersive, interesting worldbuilding and a statisfying
story. 5 stars!. The arts are great. It's polished and smooth.
Each characters have their own traits and stories.
Lowkey smut ;-)
I want Musashi to have his own route, I'd understand his feeling and how dissapointed he is not to be able to be chosen as one of
the love interest ;-(

The writings are okay. Alot of people has been complaining about the translation. It's a hard work for the translator to translate
this game and they put so much time and work to it so give them a lil chance will ya?

Besides, Dogenzaka Lab is the only company who localized most of their otome games to Steam so we will have alot of choices
of otomes. I really appreciate what they are doing.

I would recommend if you have a lot of empty times to read (or you like to read) and are an otome games enthusiast who doesn't
have alot to complain.. I played this game at PAX East quite extensively, and it's been on my watchlist ever since. Eerie
atmosphere, beautiful environments, and just the right amount of mystery to keep you going. If you like classic scifi movies,
you'll dig this too.
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